Session for LEADERS and CEOs

Leading organizations worldwide have embraced Operational Excellence (OE) as a work culture, giving them strategic Cost, Quality and Speed related advantages while developing their people. Kaizen Institute is coaching them on this journey.

Join us for an interactive session that will dwell into:

- Know How?
- Do How?
- Do Why?

...aspects relating to Operational Excellence.

This session will be led by Mr. Jayanth Murthy, the Founding Director of Kaizen Institute Africa.

Excellence is a journey that starts at the very top!

Kaizen™ Change Model

Jayanth Murthy
International expert who has several years of experience in marketing and also supporting the implementation of Kaizen' Operational Excellence across both private & public sector. He is called upon frequently as a speaker across several continents and he has contributed to the recent edition of a book in the area of Operational Excellence. He is a Fulbright Fello & an industrial engineer.

For any queries & question please write to:

vallaham@kaizen.com

INVITATION IS STRICTLY FOR LEADERS & CEO'S

invites you for a

session on

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

for BUSINESS EXCELLENCE

invite

31st August, 2016

venue
Coconut Grove Hotel, Accra

time
10 AM